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Abstract 
The evaluation of mechanical properties of coating structures has always been 
a very important topic in the fields of mechanics, materials, and machinery. 
The traditional evaluation methods are easy to produce deviation, because the 
ratio of coating thickness to substrate thickness is too small. Therefore, accu-
rate analysis and calculation is particularly important. Indentation technology 
is an important means of coating structure analysis and measurement, the 
basis of standardized application and analysis of coating structure, and a clas-
sical method for accurate analysis and calculation of coating structure. The 
finite element method is a very good means to analyze and study this kind of 
problems because of its applicability. Based on the finite element method, this 
paper analyzes and studies the interface connection form, substrate, and local 
delamination effects of the indentation behavior of the coating structure un-
der the conical concave indenter. In this paper, the finite element method, 
which is more convenient for analysis and calculation, is used to analyze the 
influence of interface connection form, substrate, and local delamination on 
the coating structure. The results of force displacement, interface normal 
stress, and interface shear stress are analyzed in detail, and the effects of the 
three effects on the coating structure are proved. The significance of this 
study is reflected in: based on the analysis of the three effects of interface 
connection form, substrate, and local delamination, the mechanical proper-
ties of the coating structure are more in-depth, which provides some refer-
ence for mechanical engineers to design and test the coating structure. 
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Connection Form Effect, Substrate Effect, Local Delamination Effect 

 

1. Introduction 

Coating is a solid continuous film obtained by one-time coating, which is widely 
used to improve the reliability and durability of structures [1] [2], especially to 
improve wear [3], corrosion [4] [5] [6] [7] [8], and heat resistance [9] [10] near 
the surface. The test and characterization of mechanical properties is an impor-
tant part of coating structure design/inspection, and it is the basis of coating 
technology improvement [7] [11] [12]. The indentation technique is a very good 
means to characterize the mechanical properties of the coating structure [13] 
[14]. The finite element method, as a method with strong applicability [15] [16], 
can analyze the indentation behavior of the coating structure. Vasiliev et al. [17] 
analyzed the transversely isotropic electroelastic functionally graded piezoelec-
tric conductive conical indenter in detail using indentation technique, and found 
that the existence of the coating is sufficient to change the contact characteris-
tics. Schwarzer et al. [18] discussed the effectiveness of the complete analysis 
method of elastic normal load and tangential Hertz load of coating substrate 
composites through the finite element calculation of spherical/plane stress in-
dentation model. The research of many scholars has promoted the development 
of indentation technology of coating structure. 

During the development of coating structure indentation technology, the in-
fluence of different effects on coating structure has been studied to varying de-
grees. Regarding the interfacial connection form effect: 1) Huang et al. [19] 
conducted finite element nanoindentation simulations under three different in-
terfacial friction contact conditions. Through the study of the simulated data, it 
is concluded that the displacement response of the indenter force and the coat-
ing/substrate frictional contact model is consistent with the response of the 
coating/substrate perfect combination model for increasing the value of friction 
coefficient. 2) Peng et al. [20] investigated the nanoindentation of aluminum 
(Al) coatings on silicon (Si) substrates by 3D molecular dynamics (MD) simula-
tions. The coating/substrate system is modeled by employing the Lennard-Jones 
(LJ) potential, a form of interfacial connection that simulates van der Waals 
forces, to describe the interactions at the coating-substrate interface. 3) Liu et al. 
[21] used the finite element method to analyze the delamination induced by the 
indentation of the coating-substrate structure, and used the critical tensile stress 
as the criterion to determine the delamination at the interface between the coat-
ing and the substrate. The simulation results show that the delamination de-
pends on the interfacial friction of sliding on the interface. The largest delamina-
tion in this coating substrate structure model occurs when the friction coeffi-
cient is 0.5. For friction coefficients greater than 0.5, the size of the delaminated 
region decreases with increasing friction coefficient. 

Regarding the substrate effect: 1) The study of Xu et al. [22] shows that there 
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is no universal critical indentation depth, and the substrate effect will be affected 
when it is exceeded. The critical indentation depth depends on the combination 
of the coating and the substrate, and is more sensitive to the difference in elastic 
properties than to the difference in plastic properties of the coating/substrate 
system. 2) Gamonpilas et al. [23] studied the indentation behavior of various 
coating systems. For all kinds of general coating-substrate systems, the ratio of 
critical indentation depth to coating thickness is determined, in which the in-
fluence of substrate material on the indentation response of coating system is 
negligible (when the substrate effect can be ignored). The ratio is based on the 
yield strength and Young’s modulus of the coating and substrate. 3) Wang et al. 
[24] analyzed the substrate effect. The indentation response under medium pe-
netration depth to film thickness ratio is given in the numerical results, and the 
dimensionless equations between the maximum indentation load, the loading 
curve index and the elastic parameters of the coating/substrate system are estab-
lished by a large number of finite element simulations. 

Regarding the local delamination effect of the interface: 1) Abdul-Baqi et al. 
[25] found that delamination occurs in a tangential mode rather than a normal 
mode, and begins at two to three times the contact radius. It is also shown that 
the higher the interface strength is, the higher the initial propagation velocity of 
the delamination is and the lower the steady velocity is. 2) Diao et al. [26] ob-
tained a local delamination diagram for the identification of local delamination 
of hard coatings, which is a function of the shear strength ratio of coating to 
substrate and the ratio of coating thickness to half-contact width. 3) Xiao et al. 
[27] studied the mechanism of indentation-induced coating cracking and inter-
facial delamination in a typical weakly bonded brittle thin coating-substrate sys-
tem (diamond-like carbon coating with low adhesion on steel substrate) by finite 
element method. The bilinear bond zone model with specified bond strength 
and cohesion energy is used to simulate the evolution process of crack and de-
lamination. The effects of bonding zone, elastic modulus and thickness of coat-
ing on the indentation response were studied. 

From the studies of the above scholars, we can see that the three effects of in-
terface connection form, substrate, and interface local delamination are worth 
studying. The idea of this paper is based on the finite element method to study 
the interface connection form, substrate, and interface local delamination of the 
coating structure under the conical concave indenter. At the same time, the fi-
nite element method used in this paper can not only ensure a certain accuracy, 
but also be very convenient to solve the mechanical properties of the coating 
structure in complex situations, and facilitate the systematic analysis of the 
coating structure and check with the new theory developed in the future.  

In Section 2, the establishment of contact pair of finite element method is in-
troduced, including the setting of target and contact surfaces (element type) and 
common real constant, because it is very important to the convergence and ac-
curacy of calculation. In Section 3, different finite element models of coating 
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structure are set up to simulate different interface connection forms and sub-
strate conditions, and the force displacement results are analyzed in detail. In 
Section 4, the contact of the finite element method is used to set the delamina-
tion area, and the non-delamination area is perfectly fixed between the coating 
and the substrate. By presupposing that the coating has local delamination at the 
interface, the finite element models of many kinds of interface local delamina-
tion coating structure are calculated and analyzed, and the interface stress of 
different interface local delamination coating structure and non-delamination 
coating structure is compared and analyzed.  

2. Contact Pair Establishment 

The most important thing in the realization of the local delamination of different 
interface connections and the local delamination of the interface in different re-
gions is to establish contact pairs. The finite element method uses contact ele-
ments to simulate contact problems. The contact element is a layer of elements 
covering the contact surface of the analytical model, which can track the contact 
position, ensure contact coordination (prevent contact surfaces from penetrating 
each other), and transfer contact stress (normal stress and friction) between 
contact surfaces. 

Three different elements can be used to simulate in the finite element method: 
surface-surface contact elements, point-surface contact elements, and point-point 
contact elements. The coating structure model under the conical concave inden-
ter adopts the element type of surface-surface contact. In the surface-surface 
contact, the target surface and contact surface (element type), contact algorithm, 
common real constants, etc. need to be determined. 

2.1. Target and Contact Surfaces (Element Types) 

Contact problems fall into two broad categories: rigid-soft contact and soft-soft 
contact. In rigid-soft contact, one surface is completely rigid without strain, 
stress, and deformation except for rigid body motion, and the other surface is 
composed of deformable soft material. Soft-to-soft contact is the more common 
type of contact, where both (or all) contact bodies are deformable (that is, they 
have similar stiffness). 

One surface is designated as the target surface and the other surface is desig-
nated as the contact surface, which together are called a contact pair. Contact 
elements are constrained from intruding into the target surface, whereas target 
elements can intrude into the contact surface. The contact type can be used to 
determine the target and contact surfaces. In the rigid-soft contact type, the tar-
get surface is a rigid body surface, and the contact surface is a soft body surface. 
The following rules should be followed in the soft-soft contact type: 
● If a convex surface touches a flat or concave surface, the flat or concave sur-

face shall be the target surface; 
● If one face has a dense mesh and the other has a coarser mesh, the coarse 
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mesh should be the contact surface and the coarse mesh should be the target 
surface; 

● If one surface is more rigid than the other, the softer surface is the contact 
surface and the harder surface is the target surface; 

● If the higher-order element is on one outer surface and the lower-order ele-
ment is on the other surface, the face of the higher-order element is the con-
tact face, and the face of the lower-order element is the target face; 

● If one face is significantly larger than the other, the larger face is the target 
face. 

According to the above definition rules for the contact surface and the target 
surface, analyzing the contact in this paper, when it is an elastic substrate, the 
interface (substrate) is the contact surface, and the interface (coating) is the tar-
get surface; when it is the rigid substrate, the interface (substrate) is the target 
surface, and the interface (coating) is the contact surface. 

2.2. Common Real Constants 

Common real constants include contact stiffness (FKN), allowable penetration 
tolerance (FTOLN), Pinball area size (PINB), initial closure factor (ICONT), 
contact surface offset (CNOF), and initial allowable penetration range (PMAX 
and PMIN). 

All contact elements adopt penalty stiffness (contact stiffness) to ensure the 
coordination of the contact interface, and the contact spring produces deforma-
tion and satisfies the equilibrium equation. 

 F k= ∆ ,                            (1) 

where k is the contact stiffness. 
Mathematically, in order to maintain balance, the penetration value is needed, 

but the physical contact entity does not penetrate. The difficult choice for analy-
sis is: the small penetration calculation accuracy is high, so the contact stiffness 
should be large. However, too large contact stiffness will cause convergence dif-
ficulties, the model may oscillate, and the contact surfaces will jump away from 
each other. Therefore, the contact stiffness is the most important parameter that 
affects the calculation accuracy and convergence at the same time, and an ap-
propriate contact stiffness must be selected. 

In the process of model debugging in this paper, the observation penetration 
of the whole model is displayed in the actual proportion. If the penetration is too 
large, increase the contact stiffness and re-analyze. The number of iterations of 
convergence can be observed. If the number of iterations is too many (or not 
convergent), then reduce the contact stiffness and re-analyze. At the same time, 
the contact stiffness is changed to verify the validity of the calculation results, 
and the range of contact stiffness is adjusted until the results (stress, strain, etc.) 
do not change obviously. Finally, after many debugging, the contact stiffness of 
the model is 13.5. 

The shear or sliding behavior of two contact bodies can be frictionless or fric-
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tionless. When there is no friction, objects are allowed to slide with each other 
without resistance; when there is friction, there is a shear force (friction) be-
tween objects. Friction consumes energy and is path-dependent behavior. In or-
der to obtain high precision, the time step must be very small. Coulomb model is 
often used in friction setting, and there is additional selection to deal with com-
plex adhesion and shear behavior. The Coulomb method states that the equiva-
lent shearing force TF  between objects cannot exceed part of the positive pres-
sure NF . 

 T NF Fµ≤ ,                           (2) 

where µ  is the coefficient of friction. 
Once the actual shear force exceeds TF , the two bodies will slide relative to 

each other. In this paper, when the finite element model is friction contact, the 
friction coefficient is 0.3; when the finite element model is smooth contact, the 
friction coefficient is 0. 

3. Interface Connection Form Effect, Substrate Effect 
3.1. Loading and Model Settings 

Here, the interface connection form effect and substrate effect of the coating 
structure are analyzed by the control variable method, and the same load 8zP =  
is applied to different coating structures (dimensionless, the actual load is di-
vided by 2

33 0c h . 33c  is the elastic modulus of zinc oxide (ZnO) in Table 1, 
and 0h  is the coating thickness in Figure 1). The depth of indentation is deep 
enough to ensure that the concave surfaces of different coating structures are 
fully fitted. 

The finite element model used in this paper is a two-dimensional axisymme-
tric simplified model (Figure 1). Finite element model Figure 1 shows the si-
mulation size parameters: substrate (height 15, width 15), coating (thickness 

0 1h = , width 15), indenter (inner concave height 0.1sh = , contact radius 
3a = , bus height 6). The shape of the simulated mesh shown in Figure 1 of the 

finite element model: the finite element method is often prone to stress singular-
ity at the tip; So there is a chamfer at the tip of the indenter; the substrate and 
coating are composed of gradient quadrilateral meshes near the tip of the inden-
ter; The indenter adopts a gradient quadrilateral mesh, and the closer to the tip 
of the indenter, the greater the density of the indenter, which ensures good con-
vergence and accuracy of calculation. The boundary conditions given in Figure 
1 of the finite element model: the bottom of the substrate is fixed, the left boun-
dary of the coating substrate is axisymmetric horizontal constraint, and the right 
boundary is free boundary without constraint. The position of the coordinate 
system given in the local magnification diagram on the left side of the finite ele-
ment model Figure 1: the origin O of the coordinate system is in the lower left 
corner of the coating, the axis ζ  is up and the axis λ  is to the right. The per-
formance parameters of the model materials selected for comparison are shown 
in Table 1: hexagonal zinc (Zn) is used in the substrate material and zinc oxide  
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Figure 1. Two-dimensional axisymmetric finite element model. 

 
Table 1. Material properties of coating and substrate. 

Elastic modulus (×109 N × m−2) C11 C12 C13 C33 C44 

Zinc oxide (ZnO) 209.7 121.1 105.1 210.9 42.5 

Hexagonal zinc (Zn) 162.8 50.8 36.2 62.7 38.5 

 
(Zn) is used in the coating material. The elastic modulus of the indenter is much 
larger than that of the substrate coating (the material properties can be approx-
imately regarded as rigid bodies in the finite element method). 

18 finite element models of coating structures analyzed in this section are 
shown in Table 2. The substrate form is divided into five kinds of elastic sub-
strate (C represents the elastic modulus of the substrate Zn whose coating struc-
ture in Table 1 is ZnO/Zn, and 2C represents the elastic modulus of the sub-
strate Zn whose coating structure in Table 1 is twice as large as that of ZnO/Zn 
substrate, 3C, 4C, 10C, and so on) and rigid substrate (∞C). The interface con-
nection form is divided into Perfect connection (PC), friction contact (FC), 
smooth contact (SC). An example is given to illustrate that “C_PC” represents 
that the finite element modulus of the coating structure is elastic substrate I (C), 
and its interface connection form is Perfect connection (PC). The geometric 
models of 18 kinds of coating structures are shown in Figure 2. The upper, mid-
dle and lower parts of Figure 2 are conical concave indenter, coating and sub-
strate in turn, and 6 substrate forms and 3 interface connection forms are 
marked with dotted frame on the left (corresponding to Table 2).  

3.2. Analysis of the Result of Force Displacement 

Figure 3 and Figure 4 are the force and displacement results of 18 finite element 
models of coating structures shown in Table 2, which reflect the mechanical  
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Figure 2. 18 kinds of coating structure geometric model diagram, the combination defi-
nition is shown in Table 2. 
 

 
Figure 3. Force displacement result curve of rigid indenter (18 kinds of finite element 
models of coating structure). 
 

 
Figure 4. Force displacement curve of the central point of the coating surface (18 finite 
element models of coating structures). 
 
conditions of different points respectively. Figure 3 is the result diagram of the 
force displacement of the rigid head (which can be any point on the rigid head, 
equivalent to the overall model), and Figure 4 is the result diagram of the force 
displacement at the central point of the coating surface. The force and displace-
ment results of 18 kinds of finite element models of coating structures are dif-
ferent by an order of magnitude. In order to show clearly, the red dotted frame 
in Figure 3 and Figure 4 separately draws the local magnified result diagram. 
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Table 2. 18 finite element models. 

Interface connection form 
Perfect  

connection (PC) 
Frictional  

contact (FC) 
Smooth  

contact (SC) 

Substrate 

Elastic substrate I (C) C_PC C_FC C_SC 

Elastic substrate II (2C) 2C_PC 2C_FC 2C_SC 

Elastic substrate III (3C) 3C_PC 3C_FC 3C_SC 

Elastic substrate VI (4C) 4C_PC 4C_FC 4C_SC 

Elastic substrate V (10C) 10C_PC 10C_FC 10C_SC 

Rigid substrate (∞C) ∞C_PC ∞C_FC ∞C_SC 

 
In Figure 3, the force and displacement results of the rigid indenter show that 

the overall trend of the force and displacement results of the 18 finite element 
models of coating structures is that the displacement increases with the increase 
of force. According to the substrate effect, it can be seen that the curve from top 
to bottom in Figure 3 is elastic substrate I (C), elastic substrate II (2C), elastic 
substrate III (3C), elastic substrate VI (4C), elastic substrate V (10C) and rigid 
substrate (∞C) (under the same load). That is, with the increase of the elastic 
modulus of the substrate, the coating structure is more difficult to press in. Ac-
cording to the interface connection form, the displacement results of smooth 
contact (SC) > friction contact (FC) > Perfect connection (PC) (under the same 
load). That is, the ease of indentation: smooth contact (SC) coating structure > 
friction contact (FC) coating structure > Perfect connection (PC) coating struc-
ture. In Figure 3, the force displacement result diagram in the single red dotted 
frame shows that the force displacement result curve tends to be nonlinear with 
the increase of elastic modulus, when the elastic modulus is larger or the rigid 
substrate (∞C). The stiffness is relatively small when the indentation depth is 
relatively small, and the stiffness increases with the increase of indentation 
depth, that is, it becomes more and more difficult to indent with the increase of 
indentation depth. 

When the load is the same, in Figure 4 the force and displacement results of 
the central point of the coating surface show that the force and displacement re-
sults of the finite element models of 18 kinds of coating structures and the force 
and displacement results of the rigid indenter in Figure 3 satisfy 

 dς  (Figure 3) = dς  (Figure 4) + sd ,                  (3) 

The correctness of Figure 3 is verified. According to the analysis of the substrate 
effect and the interface connection form, the conclusion is the same as that of 
the force displacement curve of the rigid indenter in Figure 3. According to the 
substrate effect, it can be seen that the curve from top to bottom in Figure 3 is 
elastic substrate I (C), elastic substrate II (2C), elastic substrate III (3C), elastic 
substrate VI (4C), elastic substrate V (10C) and rigid substrate (∞C) (under the 
same load), that is, with the increase of the elastic modulus of the substrate, the 
coating structure is more difficult to press in. According to the interface connec-
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tion form, the displacement results of smooth contact (SC) > friction contact 
(FC) > Perfect connection (PC) (under the same load), that is, the ease of inden-
tation: smooth contact (SC) coating structure > friction contact (FC) coating 
structure > Perfect connection (PC) coating structure. The difference is that: in 
Figure 4 the force displacement result diagram in the separate red dotted frame 
shows that the central point of the coating surface has a negative displacement at 
the initial stage of the concave indenter. That is, when the elastic modulus of the 
substrate approaches the rigid substrate, the motion form of the central point of 
the coating surface is that the central point of the coating surface will rise up-
ward at the initial stage of the concave indenter, and when the force increases to 
a certain extent, it moves downward with the indenter. 

4. Local Delamination Effect of Interface 

The general analysis of the coating structure is the perfect combination of the 
coating and the substrate at the interface to form a whole coating/substrate 
structure system, regardless of the influence of interface roughness and adhesion 
(delamination) on the interface connection [28]. However, in the process of us-
ing in high temperature, high speed and extreme environment, the damage of 
interface delamination will occur due to the poor interface bonding ability, and 
the good interface bonding between coating and substrate is the basic require-
ment to ensure the normal use of coating structure. Therefore, it is very impor-
tant to analyze and study the delamination of the interface. In this chapter, by 
presupposing that the coating has local delamination at the interface, the finite 
element models of many kinds of interface local delamination coating structure 
are calculated and analyzed, and the influence of interface local delamination on 
the mechanical properties of the coating structure is analyzed. The interfacial 
stresses of local delaminated coating structure and non-interfacial delaminated 
coating structure in different regions are compared and analyzed. 

4.1. Model and Loading 

Here, the same load 8zP =  (dimensionless) is applied to the finite element 
model of the coating structure in different delamination regions of the elastic 
substrate I (C) in Table 2, and the indentation depth is deep enough to ensure 
that the cone concave surface is completely fitted. The mechanical properties of 
the finite element model of the local delamination coating structure are ana-
lyzed. The parameters of the finite element model are shown in Figure 1, and 
the material parameters used in the finite element simulation also use the ZnO/ 
Zn coating structure system in Table 1. The geometric model of the local dela-
mination coating structure is shown in Figure 5. The upper, middle and lower 
parts are concave indenter, coating and substrate in turn; the connection form of 
the interface is shown on the left, and gray-black and gray-white represent joint 
fixing (PC) and friction contact (FC), respectively, that is, friction contact (FC) 
region represents local delamination. At the same time, the Oλ  coordinate  
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Figure 5. Geometric model diagram of partial delamination coating structure. 

 
system of the delamination region in the substrate region is expressed by x-y, the 
a in the Oλ  coordinate system is the indenter radius, and the lower part (sub-
strate) is the elastic substrate I (C). 

4.2. Comparative Analysis of Interface Stress Results 

Figure 6 shows the curve comparison of normal stress ζσ  and shear stress ξζτ  
of local interface delamination and non-delamination (delamination region 0-0) 
in 14 different regions. In Figures 6(a)-(e), the local interface delamination size 
of 5 different regions is all a (a is the pressure head radius). Figures 6(f)-(n) of 9 
kinds of different parts of the interface partial separation size are a/2.  

In Figure 6, the horizontal coordinate λ  of each picture corresponds to the 
coordinate position of the interface. The left longitudinal axis is normal stress, 
and the right longitudinal axis is shear stress; each picture has 6 lines of different 
colors, marked digital respectively, corresponding to digital with square arrows 
on the curve; the light red region in each image corresponds to the normal 
stressc ζσ  and shear stress λζτ  in the delamination region. 

The delamination region [ ]0, aλ ∈  has the interface local delamination of 
Figure 6(a) & Figures 6(f)-(h). It can be seen that the delamination in region 

[ ]0, aλ ∈  has little influence on the normal stress ζσ  and shear stress λζτ , 
but the influence on the shear stress λζτ  is greater than that of the normal 
stress ζσ . 

In [ ], 2a aλ ∈ , the delamination includes Figures 6(b)-(d) & Figures 6(I)-(m). 
As can be seen from the 8 figures, the delamination in region [ ], 2a aλ ∈  has a 
great influence on both normal stress ζσ  and shear stress λζτ . Similarly, the 
influence on the shear stress λζτ  is greater than that of the normal stress ζσ . 
The great influence on normal stress ζσ  and shear stress λζτ  means that the 
normal stress ζσ  and shear stress λζτ  in the delamination region (friction 
contact region) change greatly compared with the non-delamination coating 
structure in this region, and there is also a great difference between the lower 
surface of the coating and the upper surface of the substrate, which can easily 
lead to further delamination of the delamination coating structure. 

In the delamination region 2aλ > , the delamination includes Figure 6(e)  
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Figure 6. The normal stress ζσ  and shear stress ξζτ  curves of local delamination and no 

delamination (delamination region 0-0): (a) Delamination region 0-a; (b) Delamination re-
gion 0.5a-1.5a; (c) Delamination region a-2a; (d) Delamination region 1.5a-2.5a; (e) Delami-
nation region 2a-3a; (f) Delamination region 0-0.5a; (g) Delamination region 0.25a-0.75a; (h) 
Delamination region 0.5a-a; (I) Delamination region 0.75a-1.25a; (j) Delamination region 
a-1.5a; (k) Delamination region 1.25a-1.75a; (l) Delamination region 1.5a-2a; (m) Delamina-
tion region 1.75a-2.25a; (n) Delamination region 2a-2.5a. 

 
Figure 6(n). It can be seen in the 2 pictures that the delamination region is the 
same as the delamination region [ ]0, aλ ∈ . The delamination region [ ]0, aλ ∈  
has less influence on the normal stress ζσ  and shear stress λζτ . The effect on 
the shear stress λζτ  is greater than that of the normal stress ζσ . 

5. Conclusions 

In this paper, based on the contact theory of finite element method, three kinds 
of effects of interface connection, substrate and local delamination on coating 
structure under the action of the conical concave indenter are analyzed and stu-
died. 

For the interface connection form and substrate effects of coating structure: 
the establishment of contact pair of finite element method is introduced. Differ-
ent finite element models of coating structure are set up to simulate different in-
terface connection forms and substrate conditions, and the force-displacement is 
analyzed in detail. According to the analysis of the result, when the friction coef-
ficient is the only variable, the larger the friction coefficient is, the less easy the 
delamination is, and when the elastic modulus of the substrate is the only varia-
ble, the smaller the elastic modulus is , the less easy the delamination is. It is 
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worth noting that with the change of friction coefficient and elastic modulus, the 
force-displacement curve is not linear. The smaller the friction coefficient and 
the larger the elastic modulus, the more obvious the nonlinear characteristic of 
the force-displacement curve. 

For the interface local delamination effect of the coating structure: the interfa-
cial stresses of local delamination coating structure and non-delamination coat-
ing structure in different regions are compared and analyzed. We draw a conclu-
sion: the delamination region [ ], 2a aλ ∈  has a great influence on both normal 
stress ζσ  and shear stress λζτ , and the effect on shear stress λζτ  is greater 
than that of normal stress ζσ .  

In this paper, the study of the three effects of coating structure under the ac-
tion of conical concave indenter is the basis for the study of more complex ef-
fects (such as fracture effect) in the future. At the same time, it provides conven-
ience for the future study of the three effects of more complex coating structures: 
different indenter, multi-layer coating, three-dimensional finite element coating 
structure and piezoelectric coating structure.  
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